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Quantitative analyses for estimating the amount of PFO encapsulated inside the core of PS 
hollow particles. 
 
Control experiment for quantitative analysis: 5.0 µL PFO + 2.0 µL PFCE 
 
 
 
APFO/ACE = 5.72, where APFO and ACE are the areas under the respective peaks. 
VPFO/VCE = 5.0/2.0 = APFO/ACE × k= 5.72k, where VPFO and VCE are the volumes added, and 
where k is a constant relating the peak area ratio to the volume ratio. 
→k= 0.437. 
Experiment (1) for PFO-encapsulated PS particles: x µL PFO + 10 µL PFCE 
 
 
x/10 = APFO/ACE × k, where x is the total volume of PFO encapsulated, and the constant k=0.437. 
According to the peak integration from the spectrum, we know that APFO/ACE =7.742. 
x/10=7.742 × 0.437 
x = 7.742 × 0.437 × 10 = 33.8 µL 
 
Experiment (2) for PFO-encapsulated PS particles: x µL PFO + 10 µL PFCE 
 
 
x/10 = APFO/ACE × k 
According to the peak integration from the spectrum, we know that APFO/ACE =7.831 
x/10=7.831 × 0.437 
x = 7.831 × 0.437 × 10 = 34.2 µL 
 
Figure S1. MR quantitative analyses for estimating the amount of PFO encapsulated inside the 
core of PS hollow particles. 
 
  
 
PS stock solution: ~2.5 g /100 mL, 4.6×10
10
 particles/mL 
Weight of starting PS hollow beads = 0.0038 g 
Total number of PS beads used for loading = (0.0038/0.025)×4.6×10
10
 = 7.0×10
9
 beads 
 
Inner volume of a PS hollow bead = (4/3)πr3 = (4/3)×3.14×(1.04×10-6 m)3 
                                = 4.7×10
-18
 m
3
/particle 
 
Total inner volume of the hollow PS beads available for loading =  
7.0×10
9
 particles×4.7×10
-18
 m
3
/particle 
                               = 3.3×10
-8
 m
3
 
                               = 33 µL (theoretical value) 
 
 
Figure S2. Theoretical calculation of the total inner volume provided by a batch of PS hollow 
beads for PFO encapsulation. 
 
